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Can you solve a problem?

Solve a problem!Solve a problem!

Solve a problem !Solve a problem !

We can do it !We can do it !

Solve a problem !Solve a problem !

Yes we can !Yes we can !

What to do to solve a problem.What to do to solve a problem.

��Look for important information.Look for important information.

��ThinkThink……………….use skills you already .use skills you already 
know.know.

��You could act it out.You could act it out.

��You could draw it.You could draw it.

��Keep track of what you are doing.Keep track of what you are doing.

��Check your work.Check your work.

Sometimes it will help toSometimes it will help to………………

�� Look for patterns.Look for patterns.

��Make a list.Make a list.

�� Be systematic.Be systematic.

��Work backwards.Work backwards.

�� Can you tell us about your thinking, Can you tell us about your thinking, 
and how you solved the problem?and how you solved the problem?

��You go in the toy shop and buy a You go in the toy shop and buy a 
ball and a teddy.ball and a teddy.

��How much will it cost ?How much will it cost ?

5p

4p

add
5p+4p=9p

count on

��You go in the greengrocers.You go in the greengrocers.
��You buy an apple,a banana and anYou buy an apple,a banana and an
��orange.orange.
��How much will you spend ?How much will you spend ?

2p 3p 4p

add 2p+3p+4p=9p
count on

��Lollipops cost 10p each.Lollipops cost 10p each.

��How much will you pay for 3 ?How much will you pay for 3 ?

10p 10p 10p

add 10p+10p+10p=30p

count in tens…… 3 lots of 10  

��Cakes cost 2p each.Cakes cost 2p each.

��You buy 4.You buy 4.

��How much will they cost ?How much will they cost ?

2p 2p 2p 2p

add 2p+2p+2p+2p=8p
count in twos……. 4 lots of 2

��Ice creams cost 5p each.Ice creams cost 5p each.

��You buy 4.You buy 4.

��How much will it cost ?How much will it cost ?

5p 5p 5p 5p

add

5p+5p+5p+5p=20p
count in fives……… 4 lots of 5 

��You have 10p to spend.You have 10p to spend.

��You buy an ice You buy an ice lollylolly..

��It costs 8p.It costs 8p.

��How much change will you get?How much change will you get?

8p

1p

take away
10p-8p=2p

1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p

X XXXXXXX

��You have 10p to spend.You have 10p to spend.

��You buy an ice You buy an ice lollylolly..

��It costs 8p.It costs 8p.

��How much change will you get?How much change will you get?

8p

count back 10p-8p=2p

1p 2p 3p 4p 5p 6p 7p 8p 9p 10p

-8p

10p 2p

+8p

add is the opposite of take away

I have 10p 
to spend.

I spend 8p 
on a lolly. 

How much 
change do I 
have?

Here’s another way!take away is the opposite of add

+8p

-?

2p 10p

How did you work it out?

I have 2p.

I want to buy 
something for 
10p but I 
need more 
money!

How much 
more money 
do I need?

I need 8p more!

It’s easy if you 
know your 
number bonds!

?

��You have 10p to spend.You have 10p to spend.

��You buy an ice You buy an ice lollylolly..

��It costs 8p.It costs 8p.

��How much change will you get?How much change will you get?

8p

count on 8p+2p=10p

You have 2p change!

8p 10p

-2

+2

1p 2p 3p 4p 5p 6p 7p 8p 9p 10p


